We relate behavior composition, a synthesis task studied in AI, to supervisory control theory from the discrete event systems field. In particular, we show that realizing (i.e., implementing) a target behavior (e.g., a house surveillance system) by suitably coordinating a collection of available behaviors (e.g., doors, lights, cameras, etc. ) amounts to imposing a supervisor onto a special discrete event system. Such a link allows us to leverage on the solid foundations and extensive work on discrete event systems, including borrowing tools and ideas from it.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this technical note, we formally relate two automatic synthesis tasks, namely, behavior composition, as studied within the AI community (e.g., [1] , [2] ) and supervisory control in discrete event systems [3] , [4] . The composition problem involves automatically "realizing" (i.e., implementing) a desired, though virtual, target behavior module by suitably coordinating the execution of a set of concrete available behavior modules. A behavior refers to the abstract operational model of a device or program, generally represented as a nondeterministic transition system. For instance, one may be interested in implementing a house entertainment system by making use of multiple devices installed, such as game/music consoles, TVs, lights, etc.
Supervisory control, on the other hand, is the task of automatically synthesizing "supervisors" that restrict the behavior of a "plant," a discrete event system (DES) which is assumed to spontaneously generate events, such that a given specification is fulfilled. DES models a wide spectrum of physical systems, including manufacturing, traffic, and logistics.
In this note, we provide i) a provably correct (Theorems 2 and 3) reduction of the AI behavior composition problem to the problem of controlling a regular language on a special DES plant; ii) a technique to extract the controller generator-a universal composition solution-from a supervisor of such DES plant that is optimal w.r.t. computational complexity (Theorem 5) and implementable using existing off-the-shelf SCT tools; and iii) an approach to DES-based behavior composition approximation for the case of deterministic systems. 1 Seeing the AI composition problem as a supervisory control task opens the door for studying (and extending) the former within the rigorous foundations, rooted in formal languages, of the latter [4] , as well as re-using its computational properties and tools (e.g., TCT/STCT [6] , DESUMA [7] , and SUPREMICA [8] ). More generally, a link between the two problems can facilitate cross-fertilization between AI and DES approaches to synthesis and control.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. The Behavior Composition Problem
The behavior composition problem, much studied recently in the AI literature [1] , [2] , [9] , amounts to synthesising a controller that is able to "realize" (i.e., implement) a desired, but nonexistent, target behavior module, by suitably coordinating a set of available behavior modules.
Generally speaking, behaviors represent the operational logic of a device or program, and they are modeled using, possibly nondeterministic, finite transition systems. Nondeterminism is used to express the fact that one may have incomplete information about a behavior's logic.
Technically, a behavior is a tuple B = B, A, b 0 , δ where: 1) B is the finite set of states; 2) A is the set of actions; 3) b 0 ∈ B is the initial state; and 4) δ
, denotes that action a executed in behavior state b may lead the behavior to successor state b . A deterministic behavior is one in which for all b ∈ B and a ∈ A, there is at most one b ∈ B such that b, a, b ∈ δ. An (available) system is a tuple S = B 1 , . . . , B n , where each B i = B i , A, b 0i , δ i is referred to as an available behavior in S (over shared actions A). Finally, the target behaviour is just a deterministic behavior T = T, A t , t 0 , δ t . Fig. 1 depicts a mining scenario consisting of three available behaviors: a dumper truck B 1 (initially at the depot), a loader B 2 and an old excavator B 3 (initially at the mine). Behaviors B 1 and B 2 are nondeterministic: the truck can break down due to terrain conditions, whereas the loader might need to perform repairs after unloading. The desired target T (unavailable off-the-shelf) encapsulates the desired mining system that requires extraction of minerals from the ground (DIG), movement to the extraction area (GOMINE) and stocking the loose materials to a certain deposit (LOAD· GODEPOT· UNLOAD), with routine repairs (REPAIR). Note that a specific user of T may not actually request every run of it, but she may.
The behavior composition task is the following: given a system S and a target behavior T , synthesize a controller such that the target behavior is "realized" (i.e., implemented) by suitably coordinating the available behaviors in S.
Let us define formally the notion of target realization. First, the joint asynchronous execution of system S = B 1 , . . . , B n , where 0018-9286 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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−→ · · · describing a possible run of B S . A system history h is a finite trace. We use |h| and last(h) to denote the number of actions and the last state of history h, respectively, and H to denote the set of all system histories. Similarly, a target trace is a, possibly infinite, sequence τ = t 0
Second, a controller is a function P : H × A t → {1, . . . , n} that given a history (i.e., a run) of the system and the next action request, it outputs the index of the available behavior where the action is to be delegated. To capture when P is a solution-a composition-of T in S, one first defines the set H P,τ = k H k P,τ of system histories with requests as per target trace τ and delegations as per controller P : i) H 0 P,τ = { b 0 }; and ii) H k+1 P,τ is the set of all histories of length k + 1 obtained by applying P to a history in H k P,τ (see [2] for details).
Definition 1 ([2]):
Controller P realizes a target trace τ as above (in a system S) if for all (P, τ )-induced system histories h ∈ H P,τ with |h| < |τ |, there exists an enacted system (successor
Roughly speaking, a controller realizes a target module-an exact composition-if it is always able to further extend all the system traces by prescribing adequate action delegations, no matter how the available behaviors happen to evolve. Observe that the mining example in Fig. 1 has an exact composition.
In terms of computational complexity, checking the existence of an exact composition is EXPTIME-complete [2] . Interestingly, by relying on the formal notion of simulation [10] , one is able to synthesize (see [2] for details) a so-called controller generator (CG), a sort of meta-controller representing all possible compositions. Concretely, a CG is a function cg : B S × A t → 2 {1,...,n} that, given a system state and a target action, returns a set of behavior indexes to which the requested action may be successfully delegated. A controller generator cg generates a controller P iff P (h, a) ∈ cg(last(h), a) for any system history h and action a compatible with P and the target logic, respectively. The CG is unique and finite, and represents a flexible and robust solution concept to the composition problem [2] .
B. Supervisory Control in Discrete Event Systems
Supervisory control theory (SCT) is concerned with the controllability of the sequences (or strings/words) of events that such processes/systems-the plant-may generate [4] .
In SCT, the plant is viewed as a generator of the language of strings of events characterizing its processes. Formally, a generator is a deterministic finite-state machine G = Σ, G, g 0 , γ, G m , where Σ is the finite alphabet of events; G is a finite set of states; g 0 ∈ G is the initial state; γ : G × Σ → G is the transition function; and G m ⊆ G is the set of marked states. For legibility we generalize transition function γ to strings, that is, γ : G × Σ * → G.
The language generated by generator G is
Strings in the former language stand for, possibly partial, operations or tasks, while strings in latter represent complete operations or tasks.
Central to generators is the distinction between those events that are controllable and those that they are not. Technically, the generator's alphabet is partitioned into controllable (Σ c ) and uncontrollable (Σ u ) events, that is,
All events may occur only when enabled. Whereas controllable events may be enabled or disabled, uncontrollable events are assumed to be always enabled.
The overarching idea in SCT is to check whether it is possible to control a plant generator G so as to guarantee certain specification K ⊆ L(G), and if so, how. We use L to denote the prefix-closure of language L (i.e., the language of all prefixes of strings in L). L is closed if L = L.
Intuitively, K is controllable if one can "stay within" it, regardless of potential uncontrollable events.
To control a plant generator G, a supervisor can disable certain controllable events (to achieve a desired specification). Technically, a supervisor for a plant G is a function
that outputs, for each word in L(G), the set of events that are enabled (i.e., allowed) next (uncontrollable events are always enabled). A plant G under supervisor V yields the controlled system V /G whose generated/marked languages are
While L(V /G) represents all processes that plant G may yield while supervised by V , L m (V /G) stands for the subset that are, in some sense, "complete." A key result in SCT states that being able to control a (closed) specification in a plant amounts to finding a supervisor for such specification [11] .
In many settings, one may further require to control the language representing complete processes, that is, the marked fragment of the plant. In such cases, one shall focus on supervisors that can always drive the plant's execution towards the generation of strings in the marked (supervised) language. Technically, supervisor V is nonblock-
This means that the strings in the supervised language L(V /G) are prefixes of marked supervised language L m (V /G), and therefore they can always be potentially extended into a complete marked string. Now, when a specification K is not (guaranteed to be) controllable, one then looks for controlling the "largest" (in terms of set inclusion) possible sublanguage of K. Interestingly, such sublanguage, called the supremal controllable sublanguage of K and denoted supC(K), does exist and is in fact unique [3] .
So, in SCT, we are generally interested in (controlling) the K's sublanguage K ↑ = supC(K ∩ L m (G)), that is, the supremal marked specification. It turns out that, under a plausible assumption, a supervisor does exist for non-empty K ↑ .
The assumption that K ∩ L m (G) ⊆ K states that every prefix from K representing a complete process is part of K. Theorem 1 will play a key role in our results.
III. DES-BASED BEHAVIOR COMPOSITION
We now show how to relate the notion of a composition controller in behavior composition to that of an adequate supervisor in DES. After all, their operational requirements are similar, namely, to take decisions in a step-by-step fashion in order to keep the system evolutions in a restricted set of "good" traces. They can be compared as follows:
Hence, the idea is to mimic j = P (h, a) by means of j ∈ V (h · a), with a ∈ V (h). However, there are fundamental differences between the two formalisms that do not allow for a direct, straightforward, translation. A naive translation that defines the plant as the crossproduct of all available behaviors and the target's language as specification will simply not work, due to several mismatches between DES and behavior composition. In particular, it is well known that, for nondeterministic systems (as is the case with the available system), the notion of language inclusion is weaker than that of simulation.
From now on, let S = B 1 , . . . , B n be an available system, where
. . , n}, and T = T, A t , t 0 , δ t a target behavior (without loss of generality we assume T to be connected and all B i 's and T to be mutually disjoint sets). The general approach is to build an adequate plant from S and T , and define a specification language K, such that controlling K (as per Definition 2) amounts to composing T in S.
So, let us next build a generator G S,T -the plant to be controlledfrom target T and system S. The controllable aspect of G S,T amounts to behavior delegations: at any point in time, a supervisor can enable or disable an available behavior to execute. On the other hand, the supervisor can control neither the action requests nor the evolution of the behavior selected-they are uncontrollable events. A state in the plant encodes a snapshot of the whole composition process, namely, the state of all behaviors (including the target) together with the current pending target request and current behavior delegation. Only those with no pending request or delegation are considered "marked." Below, we use two auxiliary sets Indx = {1, . . . , n} and Succ = i∈{1,...,n} B i . Definition 3: Let the composition plant G S,T = Σ, G, g 0 , γ, G m be defined as follows:
finite set of controllable (behaviors' indexes) and uncontrollable events (target's actions and behaviors' states).
is the finite set of states of the plant. Additional symbol e denotes no active request, whereas index 0 denotes no active delegation.
. . , b 0n , e, 0 is the initial state of the plant, encoding the initial configuration of the system and target, and the fact that there has been no request event or delegation.
By inspecting the plant transition function γ we can see that the whole process for one target request involves three transitions in the plant, namely, target action request, behavior delegation, and lastly available system evolution. Initially, and after each target request has been fulfilled, the plant is in a state with no active request (e) and no behavior delegation (0), ready to process a new target request-a marked state. Then: 1) given a legal target request (uncontrollable event) σ ∈ A t , the plant evolves to a state recording the request and the corresponding target evolution (case 1 of γ); 2) after that, the plant may evolve relative due to (controllable) delegation events (one per available behavior), to states recording such delegations as well as the current pending action (case 2 of γ); and finally 3) the plant may evolve, in an uncontrollable manner, to states reflecting all possible evolutions of the behavior selected, together with no active request or delegation (case 3 of γ).
Observe that a composition plant G S,T , being a generator, is deterministic, whereas the available behaviors being modelled may include nondeterministic evolutions. The fact is that such nondeterminism is encoded via uncontrollable events.
Hence, the final step in an action delegation process may yield multiple plant states, one per nondeterministic evolution of the selected behavior. Also, such states are to be considered "marked," in that a complete delegation process has been completed. If, however, the chosen behavior is unable to execute the delegation from its current state, then no transition is defined and the plant (non-marked) state is a dead-end.
Example 1: Fig. 2 depicts the (partial) plant for the composition problem of Fig. 1 . Each complete delegation process of action requests corresponds, in the plant, to three consecutive events in (A t · Indx · Succ).
After each uncontrollable event representing a target request, three delegations-to available behaviors B 1 , B 2 , and B 3 -are always possible. For instance, the nodes in the greyed area represent the complete delegation of the digging action from the initial plant (and composition) state g 0 . The event DIG represents the action request; that is uncontrollable, and hence always enabled. The resulting state g 1 registers such request. Then, three distinct controllable events embody the three possible delegations, one per available behavior. However, only behavior B 3 can legally perform action DIG from its initial state (see Fig. 1 ) to successor state c 0 . Hence, a further uncontrollable event (c 0 itself) is used to model the looping transition evolution of B 3 . In general, there could be multiple uncontrollable evolutions if the delegated behavior behaves nondeterministically; see for example, plant state g 8 where behavior B 1 may evolve in two ways.
Of course, delegations reaching dead-end states are not desirable (e.g., delegation 1 in g 11 ). Still, not reaching an immediate dead-end is not enough.
With the plant built, the question is what language one would like to control. The answer is simple: we aim to control exactly the marked language of the composition plant, that is
In other words, we seek for ways to control the plant so as to eventually be able to reach the end of each request-delegation process. Observe that, contrary to intuition, the target behavior T is not used to derive the language specification, except in that it is embedded into the plant itself. This is not surprising, as the target is one of the components generating uncontrollable events (the other being the available behaviors).
We shall claim that the ability to control K S,T in plant G S,T amounts to the ability to compose T in system S. To that end, we first show an important technical result stating that set of (P, τ )induced system histories H P,τ is in bijection with the set of traces in K ↑ S,T when P is a composition controller and τ a trace of T . Fig. 2 . Plant G S,T for the example in Fig. 1 (partial) . Double circled states are marked, so any word prefix ending in one of these states is marked. Dashed transitions correspond to uncontrollable events, solid ones to controllable events (delegations). State components are listed in the table.
This appears evident when carefully inspecting Fig. 2 . We use mapping word(h) ∈ (A t · Indx · Succ) |h| to translate a system history into strings generated by composition plant G S,T . Lemma 1: Controller P is a composition for target T in system S iff for each target trace τ and system history h ∈ H P,τ , we have that
Proof: (Sketch) (⇒) Assume there exists a composition P such that for some target trace τ and induced history h
with w > word(h) · a · j · b , we have w ∈ K ↑ S,T . However, every action a of the target is always enabled (A t ⊂ Σ u ), and an event j reaches a dead-end (from where a marked state is not reachable) whenever a can not be replicated by B j . Therefore, P can not be a composition for T in S. (⇐) First of all, since K S,T ∩ L(G S,T ) ⊆ K S,T and by the previous assumption K ↑ S,T = ∅, then by Theorem 1 a supervisor V does exist. Hence, word(h) · a · j · b ∈ K ↑ S,T iff there exists a supervisor V such that L m (V /G S,T ) = K ↑ S,T , a ∈ V (word(h)), j ∈ V (word(h) · a) and b ∈ V (word(h) · a · j). Then, this guarantees that there exists P such that P (h, a) = j.
The above result is the key to prove our main results of this section, namely, that supervisors able to control the specification K S,T in plant G S,T correspond one-to-one with composition (solution) controllers for building target T in available system S. To express such results, we first need to relate supervisors and controllers.
Definition 4: Let V be a supervisor for composition plant
In other words, a P V is induced by a supervisor V iff its delegations fall into the set of "delegation events" allowed by V . Clearly, a supervisor can induce many controllers. Proof: (Sketch) . (⇒) Assume by contradiction that for some controller P V there exists a target trace τ and history h ∈ H P V ,τ such that, for σ = a |τ | , either i) P V (h, σ) is not defined or ii) P V (h, σ) = j but δ j (st j (last(h)), σ) is not defined. i) implies that word(h) · σ ∈ L(G S,T ) whereas ii) implies that σ ∈ V (word(h)) and j ∈ V (word(h) · σ). Hence, either K ↑ S,T = ∅, or we contradict Proof: (Sketch) . Assume that there exists a composition P which can not be induced by V , namely P (h, a |τ | ) ∈ V (word(h) · a |τ | ) for some target trace τ and induced history h ∈ H P ,τ . It is easy to see that this contradicts Lemma 1.
We call supervisors of this sort composition supervisors. These two results demonstrate the formal link between the two synthesis tasks. Let us now see how to actually extract finite composition controllers from DES composition supervisors.
A. From Supervisors to Controller Generators
As discussed at the end of Section II-A, a controller generator (CG) is a finite structure encoding all possible composition solutions-a sort of a universal solution-that, once computed, can be used at runtime to produce all possible target realizations. Because of that, CGs have been shown to enjoy run-time flexibility and robustness properties, in that the executor can leverage on them to recover or adapt to various types of execution failures (e.g., an available behavior breaking down completely) [2] . Next, we show that it is possible to extract the CG from composition supervisors.
We start by noting that, since both languages L(G S,T ) and K S,T are regular, they are implementable. In fact Wonham and Ramadge [3] have shown that it is possible to compute a generator R that represents exactly the behavior of controlled system V /G S,T , for some supervisor V able to control K ↑ S,T . It turns out that we can extract the controller generator by "compressing" the transitions in R. Graphically From a composition problem, a corresponding plant is first built. If the composition is solvable, the language K ↑ S,T = ∅ is controllable (Theorems 2 and 3), and we know that there exists a generator R representing a composition supervisor.
Given a state y of R, we denote with [y] the tuple st t (y), st 1 (y), . . . , st n (y) extracting the full composition state from R's state y, where function st i (y) projects the local state of target (i = t) and that of the available behaviors.
Definition 5: Let R = Σ, Y, y 0 , ρ, Y m be the generator representing a supervisor. The DES controller generator is a finite-state structure cg DES = A t , Indx, Q, [y 0 ], ϑ, ω , where:
• A t and Indx are the set of target actions and behavior indexes, as before; • Q = {[y]|y ∈ Y, y = ρ(y 0 , p), p ∈ (A t · Indx · Succ) * } is the set of full composition states reachable from initial generator's state y 0 (recall Succ as defined on page 3); • [y 0 ] is the initial state of cg DES ;
That is, ϑ outputs a transition corresponding to the delegation of action σ to the j-th module iff there exists a transition, labeled with σ, from its current state (namely, iff there exists a σ-successor b j ); and • ω : Q × A t → 2 Indx is the behavior selection function, such that ω(q, σ) = {j|∃q ∈ ϑ(q, σ, j)}, which "reads" ϑ.
A controller generator cg is able to generate controllers P such that P (h, σ) ∈ cg (last(h), σ) , where h is a system history and σ is a target action request (cf. Section II-A). Similarly, we say here that a DES controller generator cg DES generates controllers P such that P (h, σ) ∈ ω(last(h), σ).
Example 2: The transitions in the DES CG, extracted from the plant in Fig. 2 , will have each action, delegation, and behavior evolution combined into one transition. For instance, sequence g 0
By Theorems 2 and 3, the following result demonstrates the correctness of our DES-based approach.
Theorem 4: A controller P is a composition of T in S iff it is generated by DES CG cg DES .
Proof: (⇒) If P can not be generated by cg DES , then for some τ and h ∈ H P,τ it is P (h, σ) = j ∈ cg DES (last(h), σ) for some σ. By construction of cg DES , this means that there is no p = (σ · j · b j ) ∈ (A t · Indx · Succ) such that ρ(last(h), p) is defined in R, which contradicts Theorem 3. (⇐) If P , generated by cg DES , is not a composition, then Theorem 2 is violated.
As a corollary, t, b 1 , . . . , b n ∈ Q iff t ND b 1 , . . . , b n (i.e., enacted state b 1 , . . . , b n ND-simulates t). Also, the DES-based approach is optimal w.r.t. computational complexity.
Theorem 5: Computing the DES controller generator cg DES can be done in exponential time in the number of available behaviors, and polynomial in their size.
The size of plant G S,T is indeed exponential in the number of behaviors n, and the procedure to synthesize the supervisor (i.e., to extract R) is polynomial in the size of the plant and the generator for the specification [3] , [12] . Thus, computing the DES controller generator can be done in exponential time on n, which is the best we can hope for [2] .
IV. SUPREMAL REALIZABLE TARGET FRAGMENT
Suppose next that there is no exact composition for a target T in a system S-the target cannot be completely realized. We show here how to adapt the composition plant G S,T to look for Supremal Realizable Target Fragments (SRTFs) [13] for the special case of deterministic available systems, as optimal approximations for "unsolvable" composition instances.
Roughly speaking, an SRTF is a "fragment" of the target behavior which accommodates an exact composition and is closest to the (original) target module. Yadav et al. [13] allowed for nondeterministic target behaviors but model user's requests as target transitions (instead of just actions). In that way, full controllability of the target module is maintained while allowing approximating the original target as much as possible. The definition of SRTFs relies on the formal notion of simulation [5] , [10] . A target behaviorT = T ,Ã t ,t 0 ,δ t is a realizable target fragment (RTF) of original target specification T = T, A t , t 0 , δ t in available system S iff: i)T is simulated by T (i.e., T T ); and ii)T has an exact composition in S. Then, an RTFT is supremal (SRTF) iff there is no other RTFT such thatT ≺T (i.e.,T T butT T ). Intuitively, a supremal RTF is the closest alternative to the original target that can be completely realized. It turns out that SRTFs are unique (up to simulation equivalence) and amount to the (infinite) union of all RTFs [13] . The question we are interested in is as follows: is it possible to adapt the DES-based composition framework developed above to obtain SRTFs rather than exact compositions?
We answer this question positively for the case when available behaviors in S are deterministic. The key idea to synthesizing SRTFs by controlling a DES plant is the fact that we are no longer committed to realize all target traces: we only need to realize as many as possible. Technically this means that events corresponding to user's requests are now controllable-the supervisor can enable or disable requests.
So, we assume that system S = B 1 , . . . , B n is deterministic and that, following [13] , target modules T may be, in general, nondeterministic: there may be two transitions t, a, t , t, a, t ∈ δ t such that t = t . To maintain controllability, though, user's requests amount to target transitions of the form θ = t, a, t ∈ δ t . Still, the task is to implement the action a in the chosen transition θ via behavior delegation.
Let us define an alternative DES plant G S,T suitable for synthesising supervisors encoding SRTFs. Since system S is deterministic, the process for one target request involves now only two γ-transitions, both via controllable events, namely, (θ · j) ∈ (δ t · Indx). Note that the original target is still deterministic (the alternative supremal target may be nondeterministic).
Definition 6: Let S and T be a (deterministic) system and a target module, respectively, as in Section III. The maximal composition plant is defined asĜ S,T = Σ, G, g 0 , γ, G m , where:
Notably, both requests and delegations are now controllable: the supervisor is allowed to forbid target requests, as necessary.
As before, we just takeK S,T = L m (Ĝ S,T ) as the specification to control (in the maximal composition plant). To build a SRTF for T in S, we first compute the languageK ↑ S,T , and then build its corresponding generatorR = Σ, Y, y 0 , ρ, Y m . Finally, we extract fromR the alternative, possibly nondeterministic, target behavior T * S,T = T * , A t , y 0 , δ * t , where:
Next, we present the key results for our technique. −→ t +1 of T ↑ that is not in T * S,T , and the simulation "breaks" at t . Formally, for any trace t * 0 a 1 −→ · · · a −→ t * of T * S,T with t * 0 = y 0 and the action sequence a 1 · · · a as τ , there is no transition t * a +1 −→ t * +1 : T * S,T can not perform action a +1 . However, since τ is a trace of T ↑ , there exists a history h = b 0 a 1 ,j 1 −→ · · · a +1 ,j +1 −→ b +1 of S such that h is a (P, τ )induced history where P is a composition of T ↑ in S. Hence we can show that the word word(τ, h) is inK ↑ S,T , so the trace t * 0
−→ t * +1 has to be in T * S,T , hence a contradiction. Thus T ↑ does not exist.
Observe the controller generator for T * S,T can be computed while building the SRTF itself, by tracking delegations inR: Theorem 7 (Completeness): Let V be a nonblocking supervisor such that L m (V /Ĝ S,T ) =K ↑ S,T . Then, every composition P for T * S,T in system S can be induced by V .
Proof: (Sketch) Assume there exists a composition P which can not be induced by V , i.e., it is such that P (h, θ) ∈ V (word(τ, h) · θ) for some θ = t * −1 , a , t * and target trace τ = t * 0 a 1 −→ · · · a −→ t * in T * S,T and history h ∈ H P ,τ . Assume P (h, θ) = j. It follows that word(τ, h) · θ · j ∈K ↑ S,T . By the definition ofĜ S,T (transition function γ, first item) either 1) θ is not in δ t , thusT is not an RTF of T , asT T ; or 2) behaviour B j can not execute a, and P is a composition ofT (transition function γ, second item).
In words, every supervisor that can control languageK S,T ↑ in the maximal composition plantĜ S,T encodes all exact compositions of the SRTF T * S,T built above.
V. CONCLUSION
Notwithstanding all their differences and roots, this technical note shows how one can recover results in AI behavior composition within DES supervisory control theory.
Once the formal relationship between the two different synthesis tasks has been established, many possibilities for future work open up. We would like to import notions and techniques common in SCT into the composition setting, such as hierarchical and tolerance supervision/composition [4] . An interesting aspect to look at is how to use the marked language of specification K to encode composition constraints. In doing so, one may want to look at extensions of SCT to infinite-string frameworks [14] and ω-controllability, so as to accommodate liveness constraints such as fairness in the use of available behaviors (e.g., if a given action is requested infinitely often, then certain available behaviors will be used infinitely often).
